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Interactions between pipelines and fishing
• Over 4000 km of oil and gas pipelines in the North 

Sea

• The North Sea is an intensively fished ecosystem

• No restrictions on fishing around pipelines 



(Rouse et al. 2018)

Targeting pipelines

• Analysis of VMS data and pipeline positions 

has shown that fisheries actually target 

pipelines (Rouse et al. 2018). 

• Pipelines create shelter on a largely 

featureless seabed and consequently generate 

localised enhancement of fish caused by a 

reef effect.



• Is there evidence of trawling in the vicinity of the 
pipelines?

• Is there an impact on the surrounding benthic fauna
– Benthic invertebrates

– seapens

• What are the implications for decommissioning of 
pipelines?

Impact on the ecology surrounding the 
pipeline

Scottish Natural Heritage

Scottish Natural Heritage



In May 2015 Marine Scotland Science conducted a 
survey on board the MRV Scotia at 7 stations 
coincidental with oil and gas pipelines in the northern 
North Sea.
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Pipelines



Forties C to Cruden Bay

Side scan images of station 1 on the Forties C to Cruden Bay pipeline



Forties C to Cruden Bay



Kollsnes Sleipner R pipeline



Kollsnes Sleipner R pipeline



Species and biotopes



Evidence of trawling
Biotopes and evidence of trawling 

present in the survey areas

• Evidence of trawling was found at 5 
out of 7 stations

Biotopes:

SS.SMu.Omu - offshore circalittoral mud

SS.SMu.CFiMu.SpnMeg - sea pens and burrowing 

megafauna in circalittoral fine mud

SS.SMx.Omx - offshore circalittoral mixed sediment 
SS.SSa.OSa - circalittoral sand



Impact on benthic species

Total no. of a) invertebrates b) seapens

(GLMM: 2=6.698 for 1 df, pexp=0.010) (GLMM: 2=8.032 for 1 df, pexp=0.005)



Balancing conservation with fisheries

• The abundance of benthic fauna is reduced by 

trawling.

• Both burrowed mud and its component species 

are of key conservation importance. 

• Burrowed mud is widespread in the North Sea 

but is the focus of the Nephrops fishery. 

• Conservation and fisheries interests may both 

be relevant to decisions of marine resources. 



Implications for decommissioning

• Evidence for elevated fishing around oil and

gas pipelines in the North Sea.

• Potential for a disproportionate impact on the

benthos where burrowed mud and pipelines

coincide.

• Should pipelines be removed or trenched and

buried?

• Decisions on decommissioning may consider

fishing intensity and presence of sensitive

habitats.
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Any questions?

marion.harrald@gov.scot
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